Alliance Organizations

China Communications Standards Association (CCSA) and the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF)

Background

CCSA is a non-profit organization for standardization in the field of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) in China. CCSA is organized with the approval of MIIT (Ministry of Information Industry Technology) and registered in the Ministry of Civil Affairs. Several DMTF member companies from China are members of CCSA at the same time.

Alliance Partner Mission

CCSA is contributing to the development of ICT industry in China. It establishes an enterprise-based and market-oriented working system that incorporates the industry, universities and R&D institutes and it conducts communication standardization activities following the principle of "Openness, Fairness, Justness and Consensus."

Alliance Benefits

CCSA is one of the most important standard organizations in the field of ICT and it plays a crucial role in the development of ICT standards in China. CCSA has been focusing on the Cloud Computing for years. DMTF is a global recognized body that develops technology specifications for enterprise and cloud management. CCSA and DMTF will work together in relevant industry standards to ensure that the standards will have larger impact in China and in Asia Pacific Region. CCSA will provide feedback on draft standards to the relevant DMTF groups.

Standards Development

DMTF will brief CCSA on its relevant standards that have been developed or are in development. DMTF will make relevant documents available via its Work In Progress and feedback portal processes, for early review by CCSA.

CCSA will provide its deliverables to DMTF, and will invite DMTF to state how its relevant published and draft standards satisfy requirements articulated by CCSA.
CCSA may review published DMTF standards and produce statements of their relevance to CCSA published requirements.

**Milestones / Dates**

Collaboration with Cloud Management WG on Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface (2H2012).
Collaboration between CCSA and DMTF Cloud Audit Data Federation WG (1H 2012)
Collaboration between CCSA and DMTF Network Service Management WG (1H 2012)

**Work Register Review Date**

The work register should be formally reviewed and updated annually.

**Resources Identified / Points of Contact:**

**CCSA:**

- Yang Zemin, Secretary-General, CCSA, yangzemin@ccsa.org.cn
- Liu Duo, Deputy Secretary-General, CCSA, liuduo@ritt.cn
- He Baohong, Vice Chairman of TC1(IP & Multimedia Communication Technical Committee), CCSA, hebaohong@ritt.cn
- Zhao Shizhuo, Project Manager, International Standardization Department, CCSA, zhaosz@ccsa.org.cn
- Gao Wei, Reporter of TC1, CCSA, gaowei@ritt.cn
- Guo Liang, Reporter of TC1, CCSA, guoliang@ritt.cn
- Fang Bingyi, Delegate, fangby2@chinaunicom.cn
- Cheng Ying, Delegate, chengying10@chinaunicom.cn
- Xu Lei, Delegate, xulei56@chinaunicom.cn
- Liu Lu, Delegate, liulu69@chinaunicom.cn
- Cao Feng, Delegate, caofeng@catr.cn
- Chen Nan, Delegate, chenn@gsta.com
- Fan Yongbing, Delegate, fanyb@gsta.com

**DMTF:**

- Jeff Wheeler, VP Education, DMTF, vp-education@dmtf.org
- Winston Bumpus, President, DMTF, president@dmtf.org
- Mark Carlson, Vice President for Alliances, DMTF, vp-alliances@dmtf.org
- Mark Johnson, Co-chair, Cloud Management WG, cmwg-chair@dmtf.org
- Matthew Rutkowski, Co-chair, Cloud Auditing Data Federation WG, cadf-chair@dmtf.org
- David Corlette, Co-chair, Cloud Auditing Data Federation WG, cadf-chair@dmtf.org
• Alex Zhdankin, Chair, Network Services Management WG, nsmwg-chair@dmtf.org
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